LOCKDOWN THOUGHTS & CREATIONS
Dear Members
Part One of Lockdown Thoughts & Creations was very
well received and I am pleased that the membership really
enjoyed the thoughts and creativity displayed.
Part Two is equally engaging and I hope there will be a
Part Three but we would need a few more articles.
Updates on our exhibitions and conferences will follow
later in the month.
Best Regards
Carole

LOCKDOWN JOURNAL
BY FLEA COOKE
Heading into Lockdown in mid – March was a very frightening and unsettling
time, with daily briefings, increasing numbers of people being diagnosed and
the prospect of confinement and self-isolation from family and friends almost
unimaginable.
Since I broke my ankle last September, I had already become withdrawn from
my normal ways of being, and had done very little new creative work,
consoling myself with small drawing and textile projects for presents and my
own amusement.
My garden had become neglected, so as the weather improved, I set about
clearing areas for new planting – digging was a good outlet for my general
frustrations with the outside world. Every day I did an hour or two and soon I
began to make a difference, planting raspberry canes, potatoes and sewing
seeds ready for summer veg and flowers.
Another rapid learning curve was how to use Facetime and Zoom to get
together with friends and family. This was slightly forced on us from outside,
but we managed to get it going and that opened up the world enormously.
Meeting with groups of friends, other creative people who shared their feelings
and encouraged me, and of course our children and grandchildren all made a
fantastic difference to me. You don’t realise how constant and vital these
contacts are until they are taken away.
Gradually, about 3 – 4 weeks into Lockdown, I began to accept the idea that
with no exhibiting likely for much of the year, there was no pressure to
produce finished work, and so I could play – not worry about the outside
world, just do as I like. A mentoring group I belong to, as well as several close
artist friends, all of whom were struggling to find focus with so much
uncertainty, encouraged this. One friend suggested that we both make a Boro
bag from a pattern on the V & A website, and keep in touch as we are doing it.
I have always loved piecing and patching, make do and mend, and quilting
layers into a unified whole, so it was right up my street! I found myself hooked,
and especially with the hand-stitching which was slow, allowing for reflection,
and evolving over time. Within a week I had completed my first Boro piece,
and started another.

LOCKDOWN JOURNAL
BY FLEA COOKE (CONT)
Another friend nominated me for a 10 day Art challenge on Facebook, which I
was not keen to do at first. However, the reflection needed to do it began to
make me look back at work I have done over the last 5 – 10 years and realise
what I have achieved with lots of encouragement and support from very
precious friends – a really worthwhile thing to be involved in as it turned out.
During this time, I started to draw from the random flints found on our daily
walks over to Batchwood. These stones were broken to reveal subtle colours,
shapes and facets that are great to draw, although difficult to convey with my
basic drawing skills. The challenge and concentration, just for one hour or so
a day got me started, and I plan to build on them.
In conclusion, I feel I am emerging from Lockdown with a renewed sense of
the important things in my life – family, friendship, mutual support and regular
contact with those I love and care about. Recognition of this has undoubtedly
helped my confidence in my own creative purpose and set me on a good
path.
Hope for the future - I am sure you will recognise these things in your own
lives.

FLEA COOKE CREATIONS

THOUGHTS BY MARGARET TALBOT
During lockdown I just fancied going back to basics and doing
something different and for no particular reason.
I really enjoyed making this mossy bank. I may add some violets
too.
Techniques
Firstly I painted various thicknesses of white thread, a scrap of
cotton velvet and some white lace daisies.
Then I needed several shades of moss green, which is sulphur
green.
The stitches were tufting, seeding and French knots in various
thicknesses of thread. I don’t like French knots, as they are too
obvious so I stitched over them to distort them.
The lace daisies were folded into four like four leaves and sewn
down.
And there you have it, a beautiful mossy bank!
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THOUGHTS BY LIZ HOLLIDAY
Lockdown has given me a wonderful opportunity to pause, review, learn and
refocus!
The pause has given me time to put my head above the workspace parapet to
sort again and resolve to use as much of what I have as I can first....however
tempting online shopping is!
Reviewing has meant I am following my own course almost free of exhibition
deadlines and titles, though I did produce two pieces specifically for the ERTF
“Sense of Place” whenever or wherever that will be.
Learning comes in the form of three TV series I have loved and still do.
“The Art of the Image”, an Open University linked offering, “Museums in
Quarantine” and “Grayson’s Art Club” which is ongoing.
To aid a refocus and expand my thinking, I am stitching a Grayson piece after
each weeks programme. I titled the first portrait challenge “No FT, no
comment!” and have supplied a photo. The family love it!
As to refocussing, I am using what I like, what I have, and just going with the
flow. I have just completed three years of a 50 mile art walk round the Outer
Aylesbury Ring. I have produced a Blurb photo book of many images.
Following on from that I have started thinking on trees through the seasons
and linking up with past tree explorations I have done. I look forward to doing
more creative thinking and stitching each day. Long may that last anyway.

LIZ HOLLIDAY CREATIONS

STITCH YOUR STORY WITH SUE STONE
BY CLARE HARRIS
Just before lockdown, I saw this course pop up in my emails on
how to make stitched portraits. It is an online course from
textileartist.org and is led by Sue Stone.
There is video footage to introduce every unit, with information on
tools needed and workbooks to download. There are live webinars
with really useful tips which are recorded for future reference.
The course includes bonus videos on drawing, transferring
images, presenting your work, stitch demonstrations (including for
left-handed stitchers) and lots of downloadable images of faces
and facial features to get you started.
There is also an invaluable facebook group to share and discuss
your work with other members and to get feedback from Sue
herself.
The first module is getting to grips with image transfer and stitching
outlines and getting basic definition. Further modules focus on
individual facial features and then on to building up your portraits
using more detailed effects with stitch and also applique and mixed
media.
Once started, the course is available for as long as you need it so
you can work at your own pace and produce as many samples as
you like.
Even though this course is way out of my comfort zone, I'm having
a lot of fun!
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LOCKDOWN TEXTILE ART
BY DEB RICHARDSON
Well, we managed to exhibit successfully at Swavesey and had a very pleasant time
chatting to the attendees with lots of lovely comments about the work on display. At
least we managed to get that sorted before lockdown!
Last year I recruited some other local artists to hold a pop-up open studio in the
Cambridge Open Studios organised event. It’s a huge occasion for Cambridgeshire
artists and we had great success with dozens of visitors over two of the four
weekends. This year Corona has put paid to it and the whole shebang was
understandably cancelled.
Well, this left me a bit stumped – I’ve tried a few craft fairs in the past and very few
have been worth the time and effort to attend. The amount of effort needed to be
successful on Etsy just doesn’t seem worth it. However COS was wildly successful in
comparison. Clearly it’s all about your audience so where to go next? I’m flirting with
the idea of trying Folksy at the moment but as I don’t rely on selling my work to earn
money I’m just…biding my time.
In the interim I’m slow stitching. My usual medium of choice is free motion machine
embroidery but I’m concerned about the amount I’m building up! So slowly does it.
I’ve completed a couple of off-the-wall slow stitched projects. Attached is the softwalled box I made that takes 2 thread boxes.
I’m currently playing with a folk-art, naïve style wall hanging for my kitchen. It’s felt
applique on a rustic silk-mix background. I’m not the most skilled or imaginative but
re-configuring and redecorating the kitchen means there’s wall space! Attached is a
corner I’ve completed – more to come. The running stitch just marks the boundary.
So – I’ve stopped wasting my time perusing Insta and Pinterest and got on with
something, backache not withstanding!
I also crocheted some trellis for my sweet peas since I couldn’t source any! Gerry
and our handyman friend put up the framework where we had taken down an
enormous Garrya elliptica and the trellis had rotted, Gerry painted it and I added my
embellishments. My sweet peas are doing fine, the first I’ve grown from seed in
many, many years.
I’ve really enjoyed the injection of fun that Frances has put into the Facebook page.
So many great ideas, well worth a visit if you haven’t seen it already.
Lastly – I’ve been feeling a bit rusty! More to come on that another time, but maybe
you can guess what I’m on about….
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STITCHING THROUGH LOCKDOWN
BY FRANCES GREEN

The past couple of months, while stressful in many ways, have
provided an unexpected opportunity to throw myself into stitching
through some wonderful online courses.
I have really enjoyed the Facebook TextileArtist.org community
challenges and developing portrait skills with Sue Stone's
'Stitch Your Story' course. I'm still working my way through the
portraits and learning lots of new things.
I miss my choir and singing; one piece (attached) was inspired by
photos of people in Italy singing from balconies during Lockdown.
Last week I started a course with Johanna Flanagan (of The Pale
Rook fame). This is doll-making with a difference; nothing sweet
or twee about these creations! It is great to be working in 3D for a
change.
And finally, I have been stitching birthday cards (e.g. attached) for
close friends with birthdays during these difficult times... there will
be a lot of clinking of glasses to be done when they are finally
behind us!
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LAPWING LOCKDOWN
BY JENNY LESLIE
After looking at several ideas for ‘A Sense of Place’, l decided on
focusing on the ‘Tumbling’ flight of Lapwings. My favourite place at
the moment is College Lake, a small wild life trust site not far from
where I live.
In March the Lapwings have a display flight, they fly downwards in
a spiralling manner. I first saw these flight patterns two years ago
at College Lake and l began to collect images and draw them. I like
to visit College Lake regularly, although sadly not recently, but l did
see Lapwings walking about in February.
At the beginning of this year l started to make appliqué lapwings.
(Picture1)
Then I got new inspiration from the January edition of the
Embroidery magazine and decided to have thermo fax screens
made of my drawings.
I had just got these organised and started printing when lock down
started. (Picture 2) Lockdown has meant that l've had more time
on my hands, so l thought l would try to stitch the lovely
black/green wings of the Lapwings. I used hand dyed fabrics as a
background. I've mixed my own threads from pre-loved threads, l
especially love to use subtle colours for embroidery.
A printed outline lends it self very well to providing a basis for
embroidery. (Picture3) This is a picture of my first piece for
‘A Sense of Place’ and it is finished now.
I am now working on a larger piece with the same images, with
appliqué and stitch; these have not been so easy to stitch.
I have particularly enjoyed working on lapwings during the
lockdown because to me their ‘Tumbling’ stands for freedom and
playfulness; things that have been difficult to be in touch with
under such difficult circumstances.
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AN INSIGHT INTO LOCKDOWN LIFE
AS PART OF PRISM BY HANNAH HEYS
Hi ERTF members, Hannah Heys here from beautiful Bedfordshire. I was
delighted to be asked to give you a bit of an update on lockdown life as a part
of PRISM. There has been an awful lot going on, so I will try to give you the
short version.
Who are PRISM?
Jackie Hodgson, Marian Murphy and I are all members of ERTF as well as
the international exhibiting group PRISM. We have at least one exhibition a
year at a central UK location and similarly to the ERTF, we all work towards a
pre-agreed title. PRISM work together to dispel the common preconceptions
surrounding Textiles, embracing both the contemporary approach and the rich
traditions of cloth and stitch. The annual exhibition showcases the Textile
artwork of its members through selected curation to achieve this goal.
This years exhibition
This years title is “In Search of (im)Possibilities”, which was chosen last year,
it has become eerily relevant. The exhibition should have taken place at The
Art Pavilion, Mile End for a fortnight from the 12th May, but as with so many
events and exhibitions, the physical exhibition has now been postponed until
2021.
But with such a brilliant body of work and so many pieces completed or near
completion, the team at PRISM (including Marian Murphy and myself), took
the exhibition online. It was a very quick and steep learning curve (that could
be a whole other article). But it meant that we could show our works as they
are today and celebrate the exhibition as it would have been.
My work in response to the title “In Search of (im)Possibilities”
I originally was going to show 3 works for the physical exhibition, when
COVID-19 hit. However only 2 of these pieces were ‘finished’, I was also
hoping to get the majority of them framed which proved difficult in the
circumstances. So I thought I would share the finished pieces and a bit of an
insight in to each of them as well as the techniques used.
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A challenging perspective - Originally a piece that was produced to
represent unchartered territories, using the ’Challenger Deep’ as a focus. 95%
of the ocean remains unexplored, the (im)possibilities of these unchartered
and unexplored territories inspired this piece. I created it using a rug tufting
loop pile and cut pile gun as well as latch hook to create additional texture. In
order to create the colour gradients, I had to use a small amount of shop
bought yarn, but the majority of the piece has been created using deadstock
yarns. The combination of colour and texture have been used to create a
sense of discoveries waiting to be made. It is strange how this piece has
evolved in my mind as our situations have changed. I am still not quite sure
what I want this piece to be and how I would like to display it in the future, but
I feel comforted by the combination of the title and the explorative nature of
the ocean.
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`

Scrolling - I produced these pieces as a response to the (im)possibilities and
validation people so often search for online and in virtual communities.
Originally this series was created to bring warmth, texture and heart to the
disconnected, sometimes cold virtual validation, phrases of hope and positivity that
people scroll for. Combining the squares and grids that we are so used to seeing
online with a loop pile wall hanging (made using a rug tufting gun) creates a stark
contrast against the harsh scorched wood frames.
This piece now feels incredibly timely, even though the message is the same and still
relevant, it feels like it has a more poignant statement to make than when it was
originally produced. With so much of our life now conducted online out of necessity,
this series of pieces helps me to remember that the virtual is there to help and
facilitate our needs, rather than for us to compare ourselves to others.
We do not owe an insight into our lives to anyone and we must always remember
that anything that we see online is a snapshot, not a full insight. At a time when
isolation, loneliness and uncertainty are all around, I hope that these pieces help to
spread this important message.

HANNAH HEYS CREATIONS
What’s next?
Once you have all received this newsletter, the online exhibition will have
almost finished (the last post is on the 25th May), but do not worry as there
will still be an archive of all of the content, images and insights available on
the website, just flick through the past blogs
https://www.prismtextiles.co.uk/blog/exhibitionwelcome to see for yourself.
PRISM textiles have also rolled their exhibition title “In Search of
(im)Possibilities” over to 2021. Artists and their evolving and amended work
will continue to be featured as a part of an ongoing festival (until 31st July) to
celebrate how PRISM members are working during this strange time,
including interviews, blogs, insights, looks behind the scenes at artistic
process, virtual workshops and more.
I am not sure yet if these pieces will be on display in 2021 in their current
form, updated, or alongside something new, my work is evolving at quite a
pace without me even realising it, no doubt in response to the current
situation. I will be sharing a few insights into my current work as a part of the
PRISM festival, so keep an eye on PRISM Textiles and my social media
(@PrismTextiles & @hannahheyscreates).
Thank you for reading, I hope that you are all keeping safe, creative and well.

